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We present a simple family of Bell inequalities applicable to a scenario involving arbitrarily many
parties, each of which performs two binary-outcome measurements. We show that these inequalities
are members of the complete set of full-correlation Bell inequalities discovered by Werner-Wolf-
Z˙ukowski-Brukner. For scenarios involving a small number of parties, we further verify that these
inequalities are facet-defining for the convex set of Bell-local correlations. Moreover, we show that
the amount of quantum violation of these inequalities naturally manifests the extent to which
the underlying system is genuinely many-body entangled. In other words, our Bell inequalities,
when supplemented with the appropriate quantum bounds, naturally serve as device-independent
witnesses for entanglement depth, allowing one to certify genuine k-partite entanglement in an
arbitrary n ≥ k-partite scenario without relying on any assumption about the measurements being
performed, nor the dimension of the underlying physical system. A brief comparison is made between
our witnesses and those based on some other Bell inequalities, as well as the quantum Fisher
information. A family of witnesses for genuine k-partite nonlocality applicable to an arbitrary
n ≥ k-partite scenario based on our Bell inequalities is also presented.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 03.67.Mn
One of the most important no-go theorems in physics
concerns the impossibility to reproduce all quantum me-
chanical predictions using any locally-causal theory [1]
— a fact commonly referred to as Bell’s theorem [2]. An
important observation leading to this celebrated result
is that measurement statistics allowed by such theories
must satisfy constraints in the form of an inequality, a
Bell inequality. Since these inequalities only involve ex-
perimentally accessible quantities, their violation — a
manifestation of Bell-nonlocality [3] — can be, and has
been (modulo some arguably implausible loopholes [4])
empirically demonstrated (see, e.g., [3–5] and references
therein).
Clearly, Bell inequalities played an instrumental role in
the aforementioned discovery. Remarkably, they also find
applications in numerous quantum information and com-
munication tasks, e.g., in quantum key distribution in-
volving untrusted devices [6–8], in the reduction of com-
munication complexity [9], in the expansion of trusted
random numbers [10, 11], in certifying the Hilbert space
dimension of physical systems [12, 13], in self-testing [14–
18] of quantum devices, in witnessing [19–21] and quanti-
fying [22–25] (multipartite) quantum entanglement using
untrusted devices etc. For a recent review on these and
other applications, see [3].
Identifying interesting or useful Bell inequalities is
nonetheless by no means obvious. For instance, the ap-
proach of solving for the complete set of optimal, i.e.,
facet-defining Bell inequalities for a given experimental
scenario — though potentially useful for the identifica-
tion of non-Bell-local (hereafter nonlocal) correlations —
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typically produces a large number of inequalities with no
apparent structure (see however [26] for some progress
made on classifying Bell inequalities). In contrast, care-
fully constructed Bell inequalities, such as the families
of two-party Bell inequalities considered in [27–30], have
enabled us to conclude that certain correlations derived
from maximally entangled states do not admit any local
content [31], and that the prediction of quantum theory
cannot be refined even when supplemented with hidden
variables satisfying certain auxiliary assumptions [32].
Going beyond the bipartite scenario, the family of
Mermin-Ardehali-Belinskii-Klyshko (MABK) inequali-
ties [33, 34] is a prominent example of interesting fam-
ily of Bell inequalities, giving clear evidence that a
macroscopic number of physical systems can still give
rise to strongly nonclassical behavior (see also [35, 36]).
Moreover, a sufficiently strong violation of the n-partite
MABK inequalities can also be used to certify the pres-
ence of genuine n-partite entanglement in a device-
independent manner, i.e., without relying on any assump-
tion about the measurement device nor the dimension
of the Hilbert space of the test systems (see, e.g., [19–
21, 37, 38]).
What about the possibility of identifying genuine k-
partite entanglement in an n-partite scenario with n >
k > 2? This is the question of entanglement depth [39],
or equivalently non-k-producibility [40] (see also [41]),
which both seek to identify the extent to which many-
body entanglement is present in a multipartite quantum
system. It is worth noting that genuine many-body en-
tanglement is known to be essential, e.g., in achieving
extreme spin squeezing [39], and also high sensitivity in
some general metrology tasks [42]. For well-calibrated
or trusted [43] measurement devices, there exist few cri-
2teria [39–42, 44–48] to certify such many-body entan-
glement. For example, an entanglement depth larger
than 28 was recently demonstrated [48] using such a wit-
ness. However, the possibility of certifying — in a device-
independent manner — genuine k-partite entanglement
in an arbitrary n ≥ k > 2-partite scenario has remained
elusive so far.
Here, we show that such robust certification in a sce-
nario involving arbitrarily many parties is indeed possible
— using a novel family of n-partite Bell inequalities, and
the characterized quantum violation of these inequali-
ties by quantum states assuming only k-partite entan-
glement. Moreover, we show that, together with the ap-
propriate bounds, these inequalities can also be used to
witness genuine k-partite nonlocality [49] in an arbitrary
n-partite scenario (with n ≥ k). Since genuine k-partite
entanglement is a prerequisite for the presence of genuine
k-partite quantum nonlocality [50, 51], witnesses for such
multipartite nonlocality are also witnesses for entangle-
ment depth. Let us stress, however, that our family of
device-independent witnesses for entanglement depth do
not rely on the detection of such genuine multipartite
nonlocality.
A novel family of n-partite Bell inequalities.- Consider
a Bell-type experiment involving n spatially-separated
parties (labeled by i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}), each of them per-
forming two binary-outcome measurements. We denote
the measurement setting of the i-th party by xi ∈ {0, 1},
and the corresponding measurement outcome by ai =
±1. The correlation between these measurement out-
comes can be summarized succinctly using the collection
of joint conditional probability distributions {P (~a|~x)}
where ~a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) and ~x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) are,
respectively, n-component vectors describing the combi-
nation of measurement outcomes and measurement set-
tings. In terms of the n-partite full correlators En(~x) =∑
a1,a2,...,an
∏n
i=1 aiP (~a|~x), our family of n-partite Bell
inequalities In reads as:
In : Sn = 21−n

 ∑
~x∈{0,1}n
En(~x)

− En(~1n) L≤ 1 (1)
where ~1n = (1, . . . , 1) is an n-bit string of ones and L sig-
nifies that the inequality holds for a locally-causal theory.
For n = 2, inequality (1) is the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-
Holt Bell inequality [52]; for n = 3, it is equivalent to the
7-th tripartite inequality of [53]. For general n, we show
in Appendix A that In defines a facet [54] of the n-partite
full-correlation polytope characterized by Werner-Wolf-
Z˙ukowski-Brukner [55, 56], thus being a member of the
22
n
Bell inequalities discovered therein. For n ≤ 8, we
can further verify numerically that In corresponds to a
facet of the polytope of locally-causal correlations — a
property which we conjecture to hold true for general n.
From [55], it thus follows that the maximal quan-
tum violation of In — denoted by SQ,∗n — is attain-
able if each party measures the ±1-outcome observ-
ables [55] Axi=0 = cosασx + sinασy and Axi=1 =
cos(ϕi + α)σx + sin(ϕi + α)σy for some judiciously cho-
sen α, ϕi ∈ [0, 2π] on the n-partite Greenberger-Horne-
Zeilinger (GHZ) state [57] |GHZn〉 = 1√2 (|0〉⊗n + |1〉⊗n).
For n ≤ 8, we certified using a converging hierarchy of
semidefinite programs [58, 59] that SQ,∗n can be achieved
by further setting ϕ1 = ϕ2 = · · · = ϕn = φn and
α = −n−12n φn for some φn ∈ [0, π2 ]. Explicitly, this ansatz
gives the quantum value
SQn (φn) = 2 cosn+1
φn
2
− cos
(
n+ 1
2
φn
)
, (2a)
where the explicit analytic values of φn (for n ≤ 7) lead-
ing to SQ,∗n can be found in Appendix B (see Table I for
the corresponding value of SQ,∗n ). For larger values of n,
the above observation and further numerical evidences
lead us to conjecture that
SQ,∗n = max
φn
SQn (φn). (2b)
Indeed, for sufficiently large n, this maximum value over
φn is well approximated by setting φn =
2π
n , thus giving
maxφn SQn (φn) n→∞→ 3, i.e., the algebraic maximum of
S∞.1
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ∞
SQ,∗n
√
2 5
3
1.8428 1.9746 2.0777 2.1610 2.2299 3
vEntn,1
1√
2
3
5
0.5427 0.5064 0.4813 0.4627 0.4485 1
3
S∗n 2 52 2.7500 2.8750 2.9375 2.9688 2.9844 3
TABLE I. Summary of the maximal quantum violation and
the critical visibility vEntn,1 , i.e., the infimum of vn in Eq. (4)
before the mixture stops violating In. Also included in the
table is the algebraic maximum of In, denoted by S∗n.
Entanglement depth and k-producibility.- To see how
In, or more precisely its quantum violation can wit-
ness entanglement depth, let us now briefly recall the
notion of k-producibility [40]: an n-partite pure state
|ψ〉 =⊗mj=1 |ϕj〉 is said to be k-producible if all of its con-
stituent states |ϕj〉 are at most k-partite. Analogously,
a mixed state ρ is said to be k-producible if it can be
written as a convex mixture of k-producible pure states
— the set of k-producible quantum states is thus convex.
Evidently, the production of a k-producible state only re-
quires (up to) k-partite entanglement. In the following,
we say that a quantum state has an entanglement depth
of k if it is k-producible but not (k − 1)-producible.
A family of device-independent witnesses for entangle-
ment depth.- It is well-known that the observed Bell-
inequality violation of a quantum state ρ immediately
implies that ρ is entangled [50], and hence has an en-
tanglement depth of 2 or higher. Moreover, from the
convexity of the set of k-producible quantum states, we
1 The algebraic maximum of Sn is the maximal value of Sn at-
tainable by all legitimate conditional probability distributions.
As n → ∞, the quantum violation (2) is thus as strong as that
allowed by, for instance, signaling correlations.
3see that — when there is no restriction on the Hilbert
space dimension — the set of correlations that is due
to k-producible quantum states is also convex. In par-
ticular, since k-producibility implies k′-producibility for
all k′ ≥ k, one expects that quantum states having a
larger entanglement depth may also lead to a stronger
violation of any given n-partite Bell inequality (e.g., In):
this is the central intuition behind what we call device-
independent witnesses for entanglement depth (DIWED)
— a violation of which implies some lower bound on the
entanglement depth of the underlying state. To this end,
let us denote by SQ,∗k-pr. the maximal quantum violation of
In attainable by n-partite quantum states having an en-
tanglement depth of k. In general, one may expect SQ,∗k-pr.
to depend on both n and k, but the algebraic structure
of Sn, cf. Eq. (1), allows us to show otherwise.
Theorem 1. The maximal possible quantum violation of
In by k-producible quantum states, SQ,∗k-pr., is independent
of n and equals to SQ,∗k , the maximal possible quantum
violation of Ik.
The full proof of the theorem can be found in Ap-
pendix C. Here, let us show that SQ,∗k-pr. ≥ SQ,∗k . Consider
n parties sharing the quantum state |GHZk〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗n−k
with the first k parties performing the optimal local mea-
surements leading to SQ,∗k while the rest of the parties
always measure the trivial observable 1. It then follows
from Eq. (1) and Born’s rule that the quantum value of
Sn becomes SQ,∗k . Since this is only one particular choice
of quantum strategy, we must have SQ,∗k-pr. ≥ SQ,∗k . For in-
stance, it is conceivable that with non-trivial local mea-
surements on |GHZ2〉⊗2, a stronger violation of I4 could
be obtained. Theorem 1, however, dictates that this in-
tuition is false. Indeed, the proof of the theorem (Ap-
pendix C) suggests that to achieve the strongest quan-
tum violation of In by k-producible quantum states, we
should employ the above strategy of generating optimal
nonlocal correlation for only k of the parties while leaving
the rest of the n− k parties with trivial correlations.
The above theorem, together with the respective values
of SQ,∗k [cf. Eq. (2) and Table I], then provides us with a
family of DIWED:
Ikn : 21−n
∑
~x∈{0,1}n
En(~x)− En(~1n)
k-producible
states≤ SQ,∗k . (3)
Since the upper bound SQ,∗k holds for all n-partite, k-
producible quantum states of arbitrary Hilbert space
dimensions, and arbitrary binary-outcome measure-
ments performed by each party, the witness is device-
independent in the sense that any observed violation of
Ikn by ρ implies that ρ is at least genuinely (k+1)-partite
entangled, i.e., has an entanglement depth of at least
k + 1, regardless of the details of the measurement de-
vices and the Hilbert space dimensions. For instance, a
measured quantum value of In that is greater than
√
2
and 53 (cf. Table I) immediately implies, respectively, the
presence of genuine tripartite and quadri-partite entan-
glement, regardless of the total number of parties n. For
the noisy GHZ state
ρ(vn) = vn |GHZn〉〈GHZn|+ (1− vn)12n
2n
, (4)
where 12n is the identity operator acting on C
2n, such
quantum violations then translate to the critical visibil-
ity of vn > v
Ent
n,k = SQ,∗k /SQ,∗n required for the device-
independent certification of genuine (k + 1)-partite en-
tanglement via Ikn.
Let us emphasize again that the certification of genuine
(k + 1)-partite entanglement via Ikn does not rely on the
detection of genuine (k + 1)-partite nonlocality [49, 51].
Indeed, as we show in Appendix D, the witnesses for
genuine multipartite nonlocality [49] corresponding to In
read as:
Ik,NLn : 21−n
∑
~x∈{0,1}n
En(~x)−En(~1n)
NSn,k≤ 3−22−k, (5)
where NSn,k signifies that the inequality holds for ar-
bitrary n-partite correlations that are k-producible [51]
(when assuming only non-signaling [60, 61] resources
within each group). Interestingly, as with quantum en-
tanglement, the right-hand-side of inequality (5) is sim-
ply the algebraic maximum of Ik, which is achievable
by a general k-partite non-signaling correlation.2 For
n ≤ 8, the explicit values of these algebraic maxima
(S∗n = 3−22−n) are clearly higher than the corresponding
quantum bounds (see Table I). Thus, witnessing genuine
k-partite entanglement via Ikn does not rely on the de-
tection of genuine k-partite nonlocality.
Comparison with some other witnesses for entangle-
ment depth.- Given the intimate connection [40] between
k-producibility and m-separability,3one expects that DI-
WED can also be constructed from other multipartite
Bell inequalities where theirm-separability properties are
well-studied. Indeed, a series of investigations [34, 63] on
the MABK inequalities have culminated in the following
characterization [37, 64]: the maximal possible quantum
violation of the n-partite MABK inequality by n-partite,
m-separable states (m < n) consisting of L unentangled
subsystems is [37, 64] 2(n+L−2m+1)/2. It thus follows that
(see Appendix E) if n ≤ 5, the MABK inequalities give
the following DIWED:
Mkn : 2
1−n
2
∑
~x∈{0,1}n
cos
[π
4
(1− n+ 2x)
]
E (~x)
k-producible
states≤ 2 k−12 ,
(6)
where x =
∑
i xi and we have made use of the compact
representation of the MABK inequality obtained in [36].
2 Since Sn only involves a linear combination of full correlators,
inequality (3) also holds true even if we consider, instead, k-
producible Svetlichny [62] (signaling) correlations; see [51].
3 A pure state is m-separable if it can be written as the tensor
product of m constituent pure states. The definition for mixed
states proceeds analogously. Thus, an m-separable state is also
k-producible for some k ≥ ⌈ n
m
⌉.
4Unfortunately, for n ≥ 6, except for k = 2 and k = n−1,
the inequality given in Eq. (6) generally does not hold
for k-producible states (see Appendix E for details).
To compare the strength of Ikn and Mkn in identify-
ing the entanglement depth of various quantum states,
we numerically optimized the quantum violation of these
witnesses for the GHZ state |GHZn〉, the n-partite W-
state [65] |Wn〉 = 1√n (|100 . . .0〉 + |010 . . . 0〉 + . . . +
|000 . . .1〉), as well as the n-partite 1-dimensional clus-
ter states [66] |C−n 〉 =
∏n−1
i=1 CZi,i+1|+〉⊗n and |Con〉 =
CZ
1−δn,2
n,1 |C−n 〉 where CZi,j = diag(1, 1, 1,−1) is the con-
trolled Z gate acting on the the i-th and the j-th qubit,
and δi,j is the Kronecker delta. A comparison between
the best quantum violations found (see Appendix F) and
the respective bounds associated with the witnesses, cf.
Eq. (3) and Eq. (6), then allows us to lower-bound the en-
tanglement depth of these states via those DIWED4 (see
Table II). Interestingly, neither of these witnesses appears
to be strictly stronger than the other as each of them pro-
vides a better lower bound on entanglement depth than
the other witness for a certain state. Moreover, for |Con〉,
it can be shown that [69] the lower bounds originating
from these DIWED even outperform those obtained from
the non-device-independent witnesses based on quantum
Fisher information [42].
|ψ〉 Witness(es) 2 3 4 5 6 7
|GHZn〉 Ikn, Mkn 2∗ 3∗ 4∗ 5∗ 6∗ 7∗
|Wn〉 Ikn 2∗ 2 2 2 2 2
|Wn〉 Mkn 2∗ 3∗ 3 3 3 3
|C−n 〉 Ikn, Mkn 2∗ 3∗ 2 2 2 2
|Con〉 Ikn 2∗ 3∗ 2 2 2 2
|Con〉 Mkn 2∗ 3∗ 2 1 1 1
TABLE II. Lower bounds on entanglement depth (ED) certi-
fiable by the violation of DIWED Ikn and Mkn. In the right-
most block, the boldfaced numbers in the top row gives n
(the number of parties) whereas all integers underneath are
the respective lower bounds on ED for the quantum state
given in the leftmost column, using the witness(es) indicated
in the second column. A tight lower bound is marked with an
asterisk (∗).
Discussion.- Obviously, for any given n and k, the set
of correlations that can arise from k-producible quantum
states cannot be fully characterized by Ikn alone (nor to-
gether with Mkn).
5 Thus, one may ask if there exists a
better DIWED, e.g., that closes the gap between the ac-
tual entanglement depth of |Con〉 and the lower bound
provided in Table II. To answer this, or more gener-
ally, the question of whether some observed correlation
{P (~a|~x)} could have come from a k-producible quantum
4 All these states are known have an entanglement depth of n (see,
e.g. [67, 68]).
5 In general, each of these sets can only be fully characterized by
an infinite number of such linear witnesses [51].
state, the hierarchy of semidefinite programs proposed
in [24] turns out to be well-suited. For completeness,
we include the explicit form of these semidefinite pro-
grams in Appendix G. Using this technique, it was found
in [70] that all the 23,306 quadripartite Bell-like inequal-
ities obtained therein are also legitimate DIWED for an
entanglement depth of 2, some even for an entanglement
depth of 3. Moreover, our numerical optimizations show
that some of these inequalities can also be used to device-
independently certify the genuine 4-partite entanglement
present in |W4〉, |C−4 〉 and |Co4 〉. Is it then always possible
to find an appropriate DIWED to certify the entangle-
ment depth of any pure entangled quantum state? Given
the strong connection between nonlocality and pure en-
tangled states (see, e.g., [71–73]), we are optimistic that
the answer to the above question is positive.
Let us now comment on some other possibilities for
future work. Naturally, a question that stems from our
results is the typicality of Bell inequalities that are nat-
urally suited for witnessing entanglement depth, in the
sense of Theorem 1. To this end, we show in Appendix H
that the family of DIWED given in Eq. (3) actually be-
longs to an even more general family of DIWED — Ikn(γ)
— such that Ikn(2) gives Eq. (3). The usefulness of this
more general family of DIWED, however, remains to be
investigated. Note also that apart from γ = 2, none
of the Bell inequalities corresponding to Ikn(γ) define a
facet of the local polytope for general n. In contrast, as
we show here, the combination of full correlators given by
Sn, cf. Eq. (1), are natural both in the characterization
of the set of locally-causal correlations, as well as the set
of correlations allowed by k-producible quantum states,
for arbitrary k > 1.
On the other hand, since our witnesses involve the ex-
pectation value of 2n different combinations of measure-
ment settings, measuring these expectation values using
only local measurement presents a great experimental
challenge already for moderate values of n.6 Hence, it
is certainly worth looking for other (families of) Bell in-
equalities where the corresponding DIWED only involve
few expectation values but which may still share features
of In given in Theorem 1. The families of Bell-like in-
equalities presented in [21, 74] are some possible starting
points for such an investigation and the numerical tech-
niques that we detailed in Appendix G will be useful for
this purpose. Note also that for any given positive inte-
ger k, Theorem 2 of [51] allows us to extend any given
witness for n ≥ k parties to one for arbitrarily many par-
ties while preserving the number of expectation values
that need to be measured experimentally. From an ex-
perimental perspective, it will also be highly desirable to
identify DIWED that only involve few-body correlators
(cf. Bell inequalities given in [75]), a problem that we
leave for future research.
This work is supported by the Swiss NCCR “Quan-
tum Science and Technology”, the CHIST-ERA DIQIP,
6 Although this scaling is still favorable compared with doing a
full-state tomography of an n-qubit state.
5the ERC grant 258932, the Singapore National Research
Foundation (partly through the Academic Research Fund
Tier 3 MOE2012-T3-1-009) and the Singapore Ministry
of Education. We gratefully acknowledge Florian Fro¨wis
for enlightening discussion, and for sharing his compu-
tation of a lower bound on entanglement depth using
quantum Fisher information.
Appendix A: Proof that inequality (1) defines a facet
of the local full-correlation polytope
Inequality (1) can also be rewritten in the form
Sn =
∑
~x∈{0,1}n
β(~x)E(~x) ≤ 1 (A1)
where β(~x) = 21−n − 1 when ~x = ~1 is the n-bit string
of ones and β(~x) = 21−n otherwise. In what follows,
we show that this inequality is indeed one of the 22
n
full-correlation Bell inequalities derived by Werner and
Wolf [55], and hence a facet of the local full-correlation
polytope for arbitrary n.
To prove the above claim, it is sufficient to prove that
the function
f(~r) =
∑
~x∈{0,1}n
β(~x)(−1)~r·~x (A2)
is indeed a ±1-valued function of the n-bit string ~r, as
shown in [55]. Let us start by proving the following
Lemma.
Lemma 1. For any given n-bit string ~r, it holds that∑
~x(−1)~r·~x = 2n δ~r,~0. In other words, the sum vanishes
unless ~r is exactly n bits of 0.
Proof. For an n-bit string that is not identically 0, let us
suppose, without loss of generality, that the first bit of ~r,
i.e., r1 is 1, we see that∑
~x∈{0,1}n
(−1)~r·~x =
∑
x1=0,1
∑
x2,...,xn=0,1
(−1)r1x1+r2x2+...+rnxn ,
=
∑
x1=0,1
(−1)x1
∑
x2,...,xn=0,1
(−1)r2x2+...+rnxn ,
=0. (A3)
In contrast, if ~r = ~0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0), it is easy to see that
the sum is 2n.
Now, let us prove that f(r) as defined above indeed
only takes values ±1. To this end, let us denote by π~r
the parity of ~r, i.e., π~r = ⊕iri, and note that
f(~r) = β(~1)(−1)π~r + β(~0)
∑
~x∈{0,1}n
(−1)~r·~x − β(~0)(−1)π~r
=
[
β(~1)− β(~0)
]
(−1)π~r + β(~0) 2nδ~r,~0
= −(−1)π~r + 2 δ~r,~0.
(A4)
Hence, f(~0) = 1, and f(~r 6= ~0) = −1π~r+1 , i.e., f(~r) = ±1.
Thus In is indeed a member of the 22n full-correlation
Bell inequality found by Werner and Wolf [55].
Appendix B: Analytic expressions of φn and SQ,∗n
In Table III below, we provide, for n ≤ 5, the analytic
expression of the optimal φn that leads to the maximal
quantum violation SQ,∗n of inequality (1).
n φn SQ,∗n
2 π
2
≈ 1.5708 √2
3 2 cos−1
√
2
3
≈ 1.2310 5
3
4 2 cos−1
√
1
14
(6 +
√
22) ≈ 1.0155 2
7
√
2
7
(94 + 11
√
22)
5 2 cos−1
√
1
15
(8 +
√
19) ≈ 0.8660 1
225
√
113 + 76
√
19
TABLE III. Analytic expressions of the optimal value of φn
and the corresponding maximal quantum violation of inequal-
ity (1) for n ≤ 5.
For some higher values of n, it is still possible to solve
for the optimal analytic value of φn in Eq. (2) using some
trigonometric identities. However, the resulting analytic
expressions for φn and SQ,∗n quickly become very cumber-
some and are not particularly insightful. For instance,
with the help of Mathematica, we obtain the following
analytic expressions of the optimal φ6 and φ7:
φ6 = 2 cos
−1
√
4
93
[
10 + 11 cos
(
1
3 tan
−1 93√186735
14107
)]
≈ 0.7559
and
φ7 = 2 cos
−1
{
2
3
√
1
7
[
8 +
√
46 cos
(
1
3 tan
−1 63
√
383
193
)]}
≈ 0.6713.
Appendix C: Proof of Theorem 1
Here, we give a proof of Theorem 1 in the main text.
Firstly, in Appendix C1, we reformulate the problem in
terms of some new notations introduced therein. Then,
in Appendix C2, we give some preliminary characteri-
zation of a 2-dimensional projection of the set of quan-
tum correlations. A technical lemma that allows us to
relate the set of quantum correlations admissible by k-
producible quantum states and general k-partite quan-
tum states in this 2-dimensional projection is provided
in Appendix C 3. The proof is then completed with
some further characterizations of the set of quantum cor-
relations in this 2-dimensional projection given in Ap-
pendix C 4.
1. Notations and reformulation of the problem
Let us define:
µℓ ≡ 1
2ℓ
∑
~x∈{0,1}ℓ
Eℓ(~x), ζℓ ≡ Eℓ(~1ℓ). (C1)
6For quantum correlations, these quantities can be ex-
pressed as
µℓ =
1
2ℓ
∑
~x∈{0,1}ℓ
tr (ρAx1 ⊗Ax2 ⊗ · · · ⊗Axℓ) ,
ζℓ = tr (ρAx1=1 ⊗Ax2=1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Axℓ=1) , (C2)
where ρ is a quantum state and {{Axj}xj=0,1}ℓj=1 are
dichotomic observables satisfying A2xj = 1.
Since the Bell inequality In is a linear function of the
expectation value En(~x), and each En(~x) is a linear func-
tion of ρ, we may without loss of generality consider pure
quantum state ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| in determining the maximal
value of the inequality attainable by (k-producible) quan-
tum states. For a pure n-partite state |ψ~n〉 =
⊗m
j=1 |ϕj〉
where each constituent pure state is itself nj-partite, let
us define ~n = (n1, . . . , nm). We thus have
µ~n =
m∏
i=1
µni ζ~n =
m∏
i=1
ζni , (C3)
where we have abused the notations and used µ~n, ζ~n
to denote the analog of Eq. (C1) for such factorizable
states.7
Let us denote by SQ,∗~n the maximal possible quantum
violation of In achievable by quantum states having the
tensor-product structure specified by ~n. In the notations
introduced above, we have
SQ,∗~n = maxζ~n,µ~n 2µ~n − ζ~n. (C4)
The maximal quantum violation of In achievable by n-
partite, k-producible states is thus:
SQ,∗
k-pr.
= max
~n
SQ,∗~n (C5)
under the assumption of
n∗ ≡ max
i
ni = k, (C6)
whereas the maximal quantum violation of Ik reads as:
SQ,∗k = maxζk,µk 2µk − ζk. (C7)
In this terminology, a proof of Theorem 1 thus consists
of showing that SQ,∗k-pr. = SQ,∗k , or more explicitly,
max
~n
max
ζ~n,µ~n
2µ~n − ζ~n = max
ζn∗ ,µn∗
2µn∗ − ζn∗ , (C8)
under the assumption of Eq. (C6). Note that the maxi-
mizations on both sides of Eq. (C8) are to be carried out
over all legitimate pairs of quantum distributions (ζ~n, µ~n)
and (ζn∗ , µn∗), respectively, i.e., distributions satisfying
both Eq. (C2) and Eq. (C3).
7 When the state is not factorizable, it should be understood that
~n = n, and thus µ~n = µn, ζ~n = ζn.
2. Preliminary characterization of quantum
correlations in the 2-dimensional space (ζ~n, µ~n)
Clearly, the maximizations involved in Eq. (C8) re-
quire some level of characterization of the 2-dimensional
projection of the set of quantum distributions defined by
(ζ~n, µ~n) for general ~n. Let us denote this set by Q~n. A
few remarks about Q~n are now in order (see Figure 1).
loc
al
non-signa
ling
FIG. 1. A 2-dimensional projection of the sets of corre-
lations onto the (ζ~n, µ~n)-plane. The set of Bell-local (i.e.,
1-producible) correlation is the parallelogram defined by
the four extreme points (−1,−1), (−1, 0), (1, 1) and (1, 0),
whereas the set of n-partite correlations constrained only by
the non-signaling conditions is the larger parallelogram de-
fined by the four extreme points (−1,−1), (−1, uNSn (−1)),
(1, 1) and (1,−uNSn (−1)).
1. Q~n is a convex set8 and is invariant under reflection
about the origin (0, 0).
2. Q~n is a superset of the set of local correlations and
thus contains the points (−1, 0), (1, 0) as well as
the extreme points (1, 1) and (−1,−1).
3. For any given ζ~n, the boundary of Q~n is specified
by
− u~n(−ζ~n) ≤ µ~n ≤ u~n(ζ~n), (C9)
with u~n(ζ~n) : [−1, 1] → [0, 1] being a concave,
continuous function satisfying u~n(−1) ≥ 0 and
u~n(1) = 1. Since u~n(ζ~n) ≤ 1, its concavity also
implies that u~n(ζ~n) is non-decreasing with ζ~n.
8 This follows from Eq. (C2), Eq. (C3) and the definition of a
convex set. The proof is analogous to the proof of the convexity
of Qn (see, for instance, Ref. [76].)
74. Any quantum distribution (ζn, µn) achievable in
the n-partite scenario is also achievable in an n′-
partite scenario whenever n′ > n.9 Thus, for
any given y ∈ [−1, 1], un′(y) ≥ un(y) and hence
u~n(y) ≥ un∗(y).
Since SQ,∗~n involves the maximization of a linear function
of µ~n and ζ~n, the maximum must occur at one of the
extreme points of Q~n. Thus, from Eq. (C4) and remark 3
above, we obtain
SQ,∗~n = maxζ~n 2u~n(ζ~n)− ζ~n, (C10)
and analogously
SQ,∗n∗ = max
ζ~n
2un∗(ζ~n)− ζ~n. (C11)
From remark 4 and assumption (C6), we also have
SQ,∗~n ≥ SQ,∗n∗ . (C12)
3. A lemma relating Q~n and Qn∗
The proof of Theorem 1, or equivalently Eq. (C8) then
follows from the following lemma and some further char-
acterizations of Qn.
Lemma 2. For ~n = {n1, n2, . . . , nm} and −1 ≤ ζ~n ≤ 0,
u~n(ζ~n) = maxi{uni(ζ~n)}.
Proof. By definition, for any given ζ~n, we have
u~n(ζ~n) = max{ζni}
m∏
i=1
µni(ζni) = max{ζni}
m∏
i=1
uni(ζni), (C13a)
s.t. ζ~n =
m∏
i=1
ζni . (C13b)
In particular, for any given ζ~n < 0, we see from
Eq. (C13b) that there is a strict subset of {ζni}mi=1 —
which we denote by Z− — such that ζni < 0 for all
ζni ∈ Z−. Clearly, |Z−|, the number of elements in Z−
must be an odd number. Recall from remark 3 above that
each uni(ζni) is monotonically non-decreasing with ζni ,
thus if |Z−| ≥ 3, then for any given {ζni}mi=1 that satisfies
Eq. (C13b), we may flip the sign of any pair of ζni ∈ Z−,
and the corresponding value of the objective function de-
fined in Eq. (C13a) is at least as large as before while the
new values of {ζni}mi=1 still satisfy Eq. (C13b). Applying
this iteratively, we eventually end up with Z− = {ζnj}
for some j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, i.e., Z− is now a singleton set.
Consider, for instance, the case where ζn1 < 0 while
ζni > 0 for all i 6= 1. Again, from the monotonicity of
the function uni(ζni) and the fact that |ζni | ≤ 1 for all
9 To see this, it suffices to have n of the parties sharing an n-partite
entangled state, while the rest of the parties measure only the
trivial observable 1.
i, we see that we may increase the value of the product∏m
i=1 uni(ζni) in Eq. (C13a) by setting ζn1 → ζ~n and
ζni → 1 for all i 6= 1 while preserving the constraint
given in Eq. (C13b). Since uni(1) = 1 for all ni, with
these new values of ζni , we see that the product becomes∏m
i=1 uni(ζni) = un1(ζ~n). Carrying out similar analysis
for all possible singleton sets of Z−, we thus arrive at:
u~n(ζ~n) = max
i
{uni(ζ~n)} = un∗(ζ~n) (C14)
whenever ζ~n < 0. The case where ζ~n = 0 can be treated
similarly and thus we arrive at Eq. (C14) whenever −1 ≤
ζ~n ≤ 0.
Note that in Eq. (C14), the only quantity that mat-
ters in ~n is n∗. Thus, if we can show that it suffices to
consider ζ~n ∈ [−1, 0], we will have completed the proof
of Theorem 1 via Eq. (C8), Eq. (C10) and Eq. (C11).
We now show that this is indeed the case by considering
three distinct scenarios.
4. Completing the proof via further
characterization of Qn∗ (and Q~n)
a. n∗ ≥ 6
In this case, we see from Eq. (C12) that SQ,∗~n ≥ SQ,∗6 >
2 (see Table I) whereas for ζ~n > 0,
max
ζ~n|ζ~n>0
2u~n(ζ~n)− ζ~n < max
ζ~n
2u~n(ζ~n) ≤ 2. (C15)
Hence, in the maximization of Eq. (C10), SQ,∗~n is attained
only when ζ~n ≤ 0.
b. 3 ≤ n∗ ≤ 5
From the hierarchy of semidefinite programs [58, 59],
we could certify that for n = 3, 4, 5, the following choice
of observables
Axi=1 = cos
π
n
σx + sin
π
n
σy,
Axi=0 = cos
[
3n+ 1
n(n+ 1)
π
]
σx + sin
[
3n+ 1
n(n+ 1)
π
]
σy,
together with the quantum state |GHZn〉, give rise to
the extreme point of Qn at ζn = −1. Likewise, the same
quantum state in conjunction with the following choice
of observables
Axi=1 = cos
π
2n
σx + sin
π
2n
σy,
Axi=0 = cos
[
1− n
2n(n+ 1)
π
]
σx + sin
[
1− n
2n(n+ 1)
π
]
σy ,
give rise to the extreme point of Qn at ζn = 0. Explicitly,
this means that we have
u3(−1) = 0.2500, u4(−1) = 0.3466, u5(−1) = 0.4219,
u3(0) = 0.7286, u4(0) = 0.7781, u5(0) = 0.8122.
8Hence, for n∗ = 3, 4, 5, we have un∗(0)−un∗(−1) < 12 .
By Lemma 2, we see that for ζ~n ∈ [−1, 0], u~n(ζ~n) =
un∗(ζ~n). Recall from remark 3 above that u~n(ζ~n) is a
concave function of ζ~n, the lemma below thus allows us
to conclude that SQ,∗~n is attained when ζ~n ≤ 0.
Lemma 3. Let g(y) : [−1, 1]→ [0, 1] be a concave func-
tion that satisfies g(0) − g(−1) < 12 , then the maximum
value of h(y) = 2g(y)− y is attained at y ∈ [−1, 0].
Proof. Since g(y) is concave in y, it follows from the defin-
ing property of a concave function that
g(t y3 + (1− t) y1) ≥ t g(y3) + (1 − t) g(y1)
for arbitrary t ∈ (0, 1). In particular, for any y1 < y2 <
y3 with yi ∈ [−1, 1], let us set t = y2−y1y3−y1 ∈ (0, 1), and it
follows from the above inequality that
g(y2)− t g(y3)− (1− t) g(y1) ≥ 0,
⇒ g(y2)(y3 − y1)− g(y3)(y2 − y1)− g(y1)(y3 − y2) ≥ 0,
⇒ [g(y2)− g(y1)] (y3 − y2) ≥ [g(y3)− g(y2)] (y2 − y1),
⇒ g(y2)− g(y1)
y2 − y1 ≥
g(y3)− g(y2)
y3 − y2 .
For y1 = −1, y2 = 0 and y3 = y > 0, we obtain from the
above inequality that g(y)− g(0) ≤ y[g(0)− g(−1)] < y2
where the last inequality follows from our initial assump-
tion. Thus h(y)−h(0) = 2[g(y)− g(0)]− y ≤ 0. In other
words, the value of the function h(y) for any y > 0 is
smaller than equal to the value of the function at h(0),
which proves that the maximum of h(y) must occur at
y ∈ [−1, 0].
c. n∗ = 2
Let us first note that the boundary of Q2 can be com-
pletely characterized and reads as:
u2(ζ2) = cos
3
(
arccos ζ2
3
)
. (C16)
Proof. Let us denote by Ai and Bj the dichotomic ob-
servable measured, respectively, by the first and second
party. For any quantum state ρ with expectation val-
ues,10
µ2 =
1
4
tr [ρ (A0B0 +A1B0 +A0B1 +A1B1)] ,
ζ2 = tr(ρA1B1),
(C17)
where A20 = A
2
1 = B
2
0 = B
2
1 = 1, it can be verified that
cos3
(
arccos ζ2
3
)
− µ2 (C18)
=
1
16λ+λ−
{
λ+ tr
[
ρ(λ−A0 −A1 + λ−B0 −B1)2
]
+λ− tr
[
ρ(λ+A0 +A1 − λ+B0 −B1)2
]}
10 To simplify the presentation, we omit the tensor product symbol
⊗ in all subsequent equations.
where λ± = 2 cos
(
arccos ζ2
3
)
±1. Since ζ2 ∈ [−1, 1], λ± ≥
0 and thus the right-hand-side of Eq. (C18) is always
non-negative. In other words, cos3
(
arccos ζ2
3
)
is indeed
a legitimate upper bound on the expectation value µ2.
Moreover, this upper bound is achievable, for instance,
by performing the measurements:
A0 = B0 = cos
(
arccos ζ2
6
)
σx − sin
(
arccos ζ2
6
)
σy,
A1 = B1 = cos
(
arccos ζ2
2
)
σx + sin
(
arccos ζ2
2
)
σy,
on the Bell state |Φ+〉 = |GHZ2〉.
Recall from Lemma 2 that for n∗ = 2 and for ζ~n ∈
[−1, 0], we have u~n(ζ~n) = u2(ζ~n). Since the objective
function 2u~n(ζ~n) − ζ~n corresponds precisely to a hyper-
plane of gradient 12 on this plane, and that u~n(ζ~n) is a
concave function of ζ~n, we know that if there is some
value of ζ~n = ζ
∗
~n such that the gradient of u~n(ζ~n) is
1
2 ,
the maximum of 2u~n(ζ~n)−ζ~n is already attained at ζ∗~n.11
Indeed, at ζ~n = − 1√2 , one can verify that the gradient of
u~n(ζ~n) = u2(ζ~n) is exactly
1
2 , which means that SQ,∗~n is
attained at ζ~n < 0.
Appendix D: The k-producible non-signaling bounds
For the set of non-signaling (NS) correlations, it is
easy to see that its boundary in the 2-dimensional plane
depicted in Fig. 1 is given by:
uNSn (ζn) = 1 + 2
−n(ζn − 1). (D1)
For extremal non-signaling distribution, it is easy to se
that Eq. (C3) holds. By applying Lemma 2 to the non-
signaling correlations, we see that for ζ~n ∈ [−1, 0], we
must also have
uNS~n (ζ~n) = 1 + 2
−n∗(ζ~n − 1). (D2)
Since this segment of the boundary is a straight line with
gradient 2−n
∗
< 12 for all n
∗ > 1, and by the concavity
of uNS~n , we know that
max
k-pr. NS
Sn =max
ζ~n
2uNS~n (ζ~n)− ζ~n,
=2uNS~n (−1) + 1 = 3− 22−n
∗
,
(D3)
where k = n∗. Since In is an inequality involving only
full correlators, it is worth noting [51] that the bound
derived in Eq. (D3) also holds for more powerful (e.g.
signaling) resource.
11 This is true even though we do not have the explicit characteri-
zation of u~n(ζ~n) for ζ~n > 0.
9Appendix E: Maximal possible quantum violation of
the MABK inequality by k-producible states
Here, we give a proof that the maximal possible quan-
tum violation of the MABK inequality by 2-producible
quantum states is
√
2 regardless of n. To see this, it suf-
fices to consider a partition of the n parties into groups
of 2 parties whenever possible. If n is even, we then have
m = n2 and L = 0, the result of Nagata et al. [37] then
implies that the maximal possible quantum violation in
this case is 2(n+L−2m+1)/2 =
√
2. Similarly, if n is odd,
we havem = n+12 and L = 1, giving also the same bound
of
√
2. Consequently, the witness given by inequality (6)
is also legitimate for k = 2 and arbitrary n ≥ k. The
bound for (n−1)-producible states, namely, 2(n−2)/2 also
follows straightforwardly from similar analysis (see [38]
for an alternative proof).
For larger value of k with ⌈n2 ⌉ ≤ k < n− 1, it is easy
to see that the maximal possible quantum violation of
the MABK inequality is achieved by having the n parties
separated into a group of size k and a group of size n −
k. In this case, m = 2, L = 0 (for n > 2) and we
have the maximal possible MABK-inequality violation
of 2(n−3)/2 for all k with ⌈n2 ⌉ ≤ k < n − 1. As a result,
the inequality (6) generally does not hold for n ≥ 6. The
table below gives a clear illustration of this fact for n = 6
(k = 3, 4) as well as n = 7 (k = 4, 5).
n m L Partition size 2(n+L−2m+1)/2 ED
3 1 0 {3} 2 3
4 1 0 {4} 2√2 4
4 2 1 {3, 1} 2 3
5 1 0 {5} 4 5
5 2 1 {4, 1} 2√2 4
5 2 0 {3, 2} 2 3
6 1 0 {6} 4√2 6
6 2 1 {5, 1} 4 5
6 2 0 {4, 2} 2√2 4
6 2 0 {3, 3} 2√2 3
7 1 0 {7} 8 7
7 2 1 {6, 1} 4√2 6
7 2 0 {5, 2} 4 5
7 2 0 {4, 3} 4 4
7 3 1 {3, 3, 1} 2√2 3
TABLE IV. Maximal possible MABK-inequality violation
by n-partite quantum states admitting different equivalences
classes of partitions — parameterized by m, the number of
groups, and L, the number of unentangled subsystems. Dif-
ferent classes are specified by different combinations of m in-
tegers (separated by commas) in a curly bracket, each repre-
senting the number of constituent subsystems in a group. For
instance, the partition size {3, 2} represents a 5-partite quan-
tum state that is formed by the tensor product of a tripartite
quantum state and a bipartite quantum state. Here, for each
given value of an entanglement depth (ED), only one class of
partition achieving the maximum MABK-inequality violation
is shown; also we omit partitions corresponding to ED ≤ 2.
Appendix F: Explicit values of quantum violation
n 2 3 4 5 6 7
|GHZn〉
√
2 5
3
1.8428 1.9746 2.0777 2.1610
|Wn〉
√
2 1.3631 1.3633 1.3656 1.3677 1.3693
|C−n 〉
√
2 5
3
√
2
√
2
√
2
√
2
|Con〉
√
2 5
3
√
2 1.1535 1.1583 1.1563
|GHZn〉
√
2 2 2
√
2 4 4
√
2 8
|Wn〉
√
2 1.5230 1.5543 1.5698 1.5794 1.5859
|C−n 〉
√
2 2
√
2
√
2
√
2
√
2
|Con〉
√
2 2
√
2 1 1 1
TABLE V. Best quantum violation of In (top block) and the
MABK inequality (bottom block) found for the GHZ state,
the W-state, and the 1-dimensional cluster states |C−n 〉 and
|Con〉. These quantum violations were obtained with the help
of the algorithm described in [77].
Appendix G: Useful semidefinite programs
Here, we provide details of the semidefinite program
(SDP) alluded to in the main text. In [24], it was shown
that a certain matrix of expectation values χ contain-
ing experimentally accessible quantities {P (~a|~x)} can be
seen as the result of a local completely-positive map Λ
acting on the underlying quantum state ρ. Since no
local mapping can increase entanglement depth (i.e., it
cannot make a k-producible ρ not k-producible), if χ is
not k-producible, so is the underlying state ρ. In other
words, certifying that χ is not k-producible also certifies
that the quantum state that gives rise to the correlation
{P (~a|~x)} must have an entanglement depth of at least
k + 1. To this end, let us remind that if a quantum
state is separable with respect to a certain partitioning
of the system into subsystems, the corresponding partial
transposition(s) [78] of the quantum state must remain
positive semidefinite. These observations together then
allow us to (1) upper-bound the maximal possible quan-
tum violation of any given (linear) Bell inequality by k-
producible quantum states, and (2) certify (through the
relaxation of partial transposition mentioned above) that
some given correlation {P (~a|~x)} does not originate from
k-producible quantum states.
1. SDP for upper bounding quantum violation by
k-producible states
Recall from [24] that at any given level (say, ℓ) of the
hierarchy considered therein, we consider a matrix χℓ[ρ]
that can be decomposed as:
χℓ[ρ] =
∑
~a,~x
P (~a|~x)F ℓ~a,~x +
∑
v
uvF
ℓ
v , (G1)
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i.e., into one fixed part that linearly depends on the ex-
perimentally accessible quantities {P (~a|~x)}, and a com-
plementary (orthogonal) part that is known only if the
underlying state ρ and the measurement giving rise to
the correlation {P (~a|~x)} is known; in Eq. (G1), F ℓ~a,~x and
F ℓv are some fixed, symmetric, Boolean matrices [24].
For any given partition P of the n parties into subsets
of m groups satisfying Eq. (C6) and for any given Bell
inequality specified by
∑
~a,~x β
~x
~aP (~a|~x), the ℓ-level upper
bound that we desire can be obtained by solving the fol-
lowing optimization problem:
max
{P (~a|~x)},{uv}
∑
~a,~x
β~x~aP (~a|~x), (G2)
s.t. χℓ[ρ] ≥ 0, χ
Tj
ℓ ≥ 0 ∀ j ∈ Com(P)
where Com(P) refers to the set of all groupings of par-
ties that are compatible with n and k. For example,
when n = 6 and k = 3, a possible partition of 7 par-
ties is given by P = {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {7}}, i.e., the
first 3 parties are entangled, and the same applies for the
next 3. In this case, the constraints in Eq. (G2) would
include the requirement that the partial transpositions
χT123ℓ , χ
T456
ℓ , χ
T7
ℓ are positive semidefinite. Since the opti-
mization problem given in Eq. (G2) only involves matrix
positivity constraints and the objective function is lin-
ear in the matrix entries, it is thus an SDP. The desired
upper bound is then obtained by taking the maximum
of all such upper bounds (returned by the SDPs) when
considering all different partitions consistent with the as-
sumption of Eq. (C6).
2. SDP for determining if a given correlation can
be produced by k-producible states
For any given correlation Pobs(~a|~x), determining its
compatibility with k-producible states can be achieved,
instead, by solving the following SDP:
Find {uv}, {P (j)(~a|~x)}, {u(j)v }
s.t. χℓ =
∑
~a,~x
Pobs(~a|~x)F ℓ~a,~x +
∑
v
uvF
ℓ
v ≥ 0,
χℓ =
∑
j
χ
Pj
ℓ ,
χ
Pj
ℓ =
∑
~a,~x
P (j)(~a|~x)F ℓ~a,~x +
∑
v
u(j)v F
ℓ
v ≥ 0,
(
χ
Pj
ℓ
)Ti ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ Com(Pj),
(G3)
where {Pj} is the set of all possible partitions of n parties
that are consistent with Eq. (C6).
Appendix H: Generalization of Ikn to Ikn(γ)
Consider the Bell expression:
Sγn =
γ
2n
∑
~x∈{0,1}n
En(~x)− En(~1n). (H1)
Denote by SQ,∗n,γ and SQ,∗k-pr.,γ the maximal possible quan-
tum value of Sγn achievable by, respectively, n-partite
quantum states in general and those which are k-
producible. Here, we give a proof that for 0 < γ ≤ 2,
SQ,∗k-pr.,γ = SQ,∗k,γ , which generalizes Theorem 1 (corre-
sponding to to the case of γ = 2) to a one-parameter
family of Bell expressions. Essentially, this follows from
the fact that in Fig. 1, Sγn with γ < 2 corresponds to
a steeper hyperplane compared to what we have already
established for γ = 2. And intuitively, with a steeper ob-
jective function, the maximizer cannot move to the right,
thus allowing us to conclude with the help of Lemma 2.
To this end, we shall first prove a lemma that allows us
to relate the maximizer(s) of SQ,∗k-pr.,γ for different values of
γ. Let g(y) : R → R be a bounded, real-valued function
defined on some subset of R. Consider now the function
hs(y) = g(y)−s y and let ys be a maximizer of hs(y), i.e.,
hs(ys) is a global maximum of hs(y), then the following
lemma relates the maximizers for different values of s.
Lemma 4. For s′ > s > 0 and y > ys, it holds that
hs′(ys)− hs′(y) > 0.
Proof. Since ys gives rise to a global maximum of hs, we
have that for all y in the domain of g(y),
hs(ys)− hs(y) ≥ 0
⇔ g(ys)− g(y) + s(y − ys) ≥ 0. (H2)
Then for y > ys and s
′ > s > 0
hs′(ys)− hs′(y) = g(ys)− g(y) + s′(y − ys)
> g(ys)− g(y) + s(y − ys)
≥ 0,
(H3)
where the first inequality follows from the assumptions
that s′ > s and y > ys and the second follows Eq. (H2).
The above lemma then allows us to show that the DI-
WED that we provided in Eq. (3) is actually a special
case of the more general family of witnesses:
Ikn(γ) :
γ
2n
∑
~x∈{0,1}n
En(~x)−En(~1n)
k-producible
states≤ SQ,∗k,γ , (H4)
where 0 < γ ≤ 2. In the notations of Appendix C, prov-
ing inequality (H4) amounts to proving:
max
~n
max
ζ~n
u~n(ζ~n)− γ−1ζ~n = max
ζk
uk(ζk)− γ−1ζk,
(H5)
under the assumption of Eq. (C6). Recall from the proof
of Theorem 1 that for any given ~n, the maximizer(s) of
u~n(ζ~n)− 12ζ~n occur at ζ~n ∈ [−1, 0]. Now, consider γ−1 >
1
2 , Lemma 4 implies that the global maximizer of u~n(ζ~n)−
1
γ ζ~n also occur at ζ~n ∈ [−1, 0]. An immediate application
of Lemma 2 then allows us to conclude Eq. (H5), which
in turn implies SQ,∗k-pr.,γ = SQ,∗k,γ and hence inequality (H4).
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